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COVID Vaccine Injury Treatment: Fasting for 48-72 Hours Creates Autophagy

By Dr. William Makis, July 04, 2023

The goal of this short article is to introduce the idea of prolonged fasting as a powerful
means of getting rid of the toxic spike protein and spike protein damaged cells, in those who
are either COVID-19 vaccinated or suffering from long COVID.

Mainstream  Media  Colludes  with  U.S.  Government  to  Conceal  Source  of  Syria’s
Heartbreaking  Humanitarian  Crisis

By Jeremy Kuzmarov, July 04, 2023

Illegal U.S. bombing raids, brutal economic sanctions, and incredibly brazen theft by U.S.
forces of 66,000 barrels of Syrian oil per day (80% of its total output) have visited a biblical-
scale tragedy upon the Syrian people that has battered them virtually back to the stone
age.

Homeland Security CISA Was Behind the Attempt to Control Your Thoughts, Speech, and Life

By Brownstone Institute, July 04, 2023

Keeping up with the corruption of the Covid regime feels like drinking from a firehose. The
volume of the fraud, the pace of new discoveries, and the breadth of the operations are
overwhelming. This makes it imperative for groups like Brownstone Institute to digest the
onslaught of information and communicate salient themes and dispositive facts, particularly
given the dereliction of mainstream media.

Canada’s Failure to Accept Ben Franklin’s 1776 Challenge Must be Corrected
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By Matthew Ehret-Kump, July 04, 2023

It may be a bit of a bitter pill to swallow for some, but as I outlined in my Missed Chance of
1867, and the True Story of the Alaska Purchase, the original founding of Canada on July 1st,
1867 was designed by British Geopoliticians for the explicit purpose of keeping Canada
locked into the British Empire as a wedge separating the potential U.S./Russia alliance that
had the power of breaking the system of empire forever.

Impending Demise of the New IHR Cum WHO Pandemic Treaty

By Peter Koenig, July 03, 2023

The U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Appropriations (CoA),  a highly influential
US Congressional body on US budget proposals, has advised cutting government funding for
the World Health Organization (WHO) entirely, as part of its budget proposal for fiscal year
2024.

More Fuel for the US Department of Justice (DOJ) Impeachment Trial

By Renee Parsons, July 03, 2023

There is  a  strong belief  astir  in  the country that  the “Deep State faction” (within the
Democrats) pursuit of power includes the destruction of organized religion, especially those
pesky Catholics, the annihilation of the American family, long a pillar of American life as well
as aiming its perversions on American children; the desired effect of  which is the ultimate
abolition of a free American society.

Did America Really Know About ‘Wagner’ Rebellion Before It Happened?

By Drago Bosnic, July 03, 2023

For weeks before Russia launched its special military operation (SMO) in Ukraine, the United
States insisted that Russia was planning this and that it would do it. After the SMO started,
Washington DC used this to bolster its intelligence-gathering reputation by claiming its
numerous ISR (intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance) platforms and assets are second-
to-none.

RFK Jr. Exposes the Sordid, Seedy History of Monsanto’s Roundup

By Ben Bartee, July 03, 2023
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What makes the rogue RFK Jr running against the Brandon entity so special – I might go so
far as to call him a national treasure – is that he treads where few dare. If you find yourself
with  infinite  time  to  kill,  search  for  another  high-profile,  national-level  politician  willing  to
take on the Monsanto beast.

Urgency of Preventing Biological Warfare and Ensuring Bio-Safety

By Bharat Dogra, July 03, 2023

Despite the international convention regarding ban on biological weapons existing for over
50 years,  allegations of biological  warfare have been surfacing from time to time with
varying levels of credibility and evidence. What appears to be more certain is that several
governments have maintained at  least  some levels of  defensive as well  as aggressive
biological warfare research.

Comparing Two U.S.-Government Catastrophes: Bush’s 2003 Invasion of Iraq, and Obama’s
2014 Coup in Ukraine

By Eric Zuesse, July 03, 2023

The U.S. Government lied its way into invading and destroying Iraq in 2003, and the U.S.
Government lied throughout and since its 2014 coup in and destruction of Ukraine in 2014.
Both operations are and were based upon lies that the U.S. Government, and its vassal-
nations, (‘allies’) reiterate — or at least tolerate — even to this day.
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